We model investor behavior by training machine learning techniques with nancial data comprising more than 13,000 investors of a large bank in Brazil over 2016 to 2018. We take high-frequency data on every sell or buy operation of these investors on a daily basis, allowing us to fully track these investment decisions over time. We then analyze whether these investment changes correlate with the IBOVESPA index. We nd that investors decide their investment strategies using recent past price changes. ere is some degree of heterogeneity in investment decisions. Overall, we nd evidence of mean-reverting investment strategies. We also nd evidence that female investors and higher academic degree have a less pronounced mean-reverting strategy behavior comparatively to male investors and those with lower academic degree. Finally, this paper provides a general methodological approach to mitigate potential biases arising from ad-hoc design decisions of discarding or introducing variables in empirical econometrics. For that, we use feature selection techniques from machine learning to identify relevant variables in an objective and concise way.
Introduction
is paper studies the determinants of investors' behavior in the stock market using transaction-level data on buy and sell operations of investors. Our data contains detailed information of the investor's identity and her socioeconomic characteristics, the investment value, and variation due to the buy or sell operation over time. e data is con dential and comes from a large and representative Brazilian bank. With this rich dataset, we are able to study how investors respond to changes in the Brazilian stock market due to variations of its market index, called IBOVESPA. We use historical variations of the IBOVESPA index with di erent horizons (window length) to test which one better predicts the investors' behavior.
To mitigate potential concerns due to subjective decisions by the analyst-and also to prevent discarding a potentially relevant predictor-we opt to use an objective approach to identify those horizons that best explain investors' buy or sell operations. For that, we use a robust feature selection technique borrowed from the machine learning literature called elastic net. e great advantage of the elastic net comes by the simplicity of its loss function (just like a regression) and also the robustness in preventing over tting by optimally using a convex combination of the Lasso and Ridge regularization methods. Over tting can occur as the algorithm may learn the dynamics of the variable of interest and t very well the training dataset but with poor predictability in other datasets. Evaluating the potential for over tting is essential for researchers as it may undermine the model. We understand that our method seeks to avoid, to some extent, the perils of over tting. e Ridge and the Lasso algorithms impose penalties for large weights in the model [1] . In this way, they tend to reduce the model's complexity and hence are able to minimize concerns about overfitting.
Investors tend to trade using different strategies, such as buy-and-hold (passive strategy) or an active strategy in which they seek to outperform a benchmark, for example, a market index. If investors trade using active strategies, they may use two different and well-known approaches, a meanreverting or a momentum strategy. See [2] [3] [4] ; for seminal contributions in these two strategies.
In the first case, they react to market swings by betting that the market will mean-revert. erefore, they assume the trend will change and therefore will sell after substantial upward changes and buy after downward changes. In the momentum strategy, they will bet that the trend will persist. us, they will increase investments in the stock market after an increase in the market index.
While we understand that they may be other trading strategies, we focus on the mean-reversion and momentum strategies because they are well established in the literature and serve as building blocks of many other strategies. ere is a large body of the literature that discusses their use in different contexts [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In addition, they are easily testable in empirical specifications. erefore, we seek to understand if investors decide to hold their stocks or sell them after negative/positive shocks. e issue of how investors will behave on average is empirical. ere is a large body of the literature that discusses predictability for the stock market [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In addition, there is another strand focusing on cognitive biases and excess trading on equity and other financial assets [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Our data containing transaction-level operations of buy and sell operation permit us to follow each investors' decisions over time and therefore test whether they use mean-reverting or momentum strategy after changes in the stock market index.
It is essential to notice that, if traders use such strategies, they may induce higher volatility in the market with their actions. In theory, market changes should occur as new information arrives, which is economically relevant to estimate future profits and dividend distribution. However, price substantially changes over time and volatility is higher than we would expect in a rational market. erefore, we assume that the traders' decision to trade excessively will induce higher volatility in the market. Investors' decisions that follow different trading strategies may generate complex patterns in prices and volatility. ey may induce long-range correlation, short-term predictability, and chaotic dynamics in prices over time. ere is a large body of the literature that attempts to explain complex macrobehavior of systems using a composition of local rules. For that, agent-based modelling has been extensively used to explain price and volatility using artificial markets [24] . Using agent-based modelling, LeBaron [25] explores structural (macro) features that emerge in a market where participants adapt and evolve over time, while Bertella et al. [26] study the effect of investor's behavioral bias in prices. Understanding how investors behave and perform trading strategies is the first step for better understanding the complexity that is intrinsic to financial markets. Our paper also contributes to this matter.
To identify the most relevant predictors that explain investors' behavior, we depart from using traditional paneldata econometric techniques and goodness-of-fit measures and instead employ more robust methodologies borrowed from the machine learning literature. Contrasting to usual econometrics techniques that summarize relationships using linear regression analysis, machine learning offers a set of tools that can potentially capture nonlinear relationships between the data. According to Varian [27] , bridging the gap between machine learning and econometrics is a natural tendency mainly because of the presence of large amount of data and the rising complexity-potentially highly nonlinear-between data relationships. Our work contributes to this endeavour by providing a real case study of a financial dataset using machine learning techniques.
Comparatively to econometrics, machine learning techniques have strong model selection techniques, mainly through the use of cross-validation techniques, which are a type of repeated resampling in random subsets of the dataset. Initially, the cross-validation procedure divides the data set into two disjoint and complete subsets: the training set and the test set. All the model's parameters are tuned using only the training set. After the model is selected (tuned) using the training data, we run it against the test set to check its accuracy or some other performance metric. e rationale is that, by training the model with some data and testing against another subset, we are estimating the model's out-ofsample prediction power and not simply learning the data. e test set therefore would be a simulation of real (production) data and the model's performance on this dataset would represent a rough estimate of actual performance of the model in real unseen data.
Since our data set comprises more than 350,000 observations representing individual investor's movements with respect to their investments over 2016 to 2018, we apply regularization techniques to prevent model's overfitting during the feature selection procedure with training data. For that, we apply an elastic net procedure [1] to control for the model's complexity. Elastic net is a generalization of the Ridge (-norm) and Lasso (L 1 -norm) and hence is more robust. It uses an optimal convex combination of both types of regularization. Lasso tends to shrink the majority of the nonrelevant regressors to zero while keeping only the most important regressors as nonzero. In contrast, Ridge tends to output nonzero coefficients for almost all regressors. By using both regularization schemes, we are able to enjoy the positive characteristics of both schemes.
Regularization is an important issue in large data sets because it prevents methods with high variance and low bias from overfitting [28, 29] . is is the well-known bias-variance trade off in the machine learning literature [30] . While low bias prevents overfitting, it can generate underfitting of the data set. In contrast, high-variance methods can learn noise from the data and let go the true relationships of the data set. Low bias favors low model complexity at the cost of a potential overfitting. High variance tends to successfully capture smoothly nonlinear relationships between the data at the expense of a potential overfitting. Examples of lowbias algorithms are the linear regression or neural networks 2 Complexity with a single layer. Examples of high-variance algorithms are decision trees and multilayer neural networks. It is important to first set the rationale behind the regularization process from the viewpoint of our financial data set of buy and sell operations. On the one hand, a strand in the economics literature advocates that the agents' decisions are completely rational, in that decisions are taken by considering all information from the market (complete information) [31] . On the other hand, another body of the literature argues that investors cannot potentially consider every single information from the market when taking their decisions because (i) the agent does not have complete information and (ii) even if the agent did have complete information, she would be unable to perform all required calculations. In this way, they would naturally focus on the most relevant variables. In this case, we say that investors have a bounded rationality, term first coined by Simon [32] . We can frame these two theories into the two types of regularization frameworks used in this paper. Investors with unbounded rationality, i.e., that consider all potential variables, would better be modeled by a Ridge regularization procedure because it does not tend to place zero importance on any variables. In contrast, investors with bounded rationality would be better modeled by a Lasso regularization because it would choose a few (and more relevant) variables and set the remainder as zero. By using a weighted convex combination of both Ridge and Lasso regularization procedures, we are effectively considering both cases in our estimation process. While Brazil does not have well-developed stock markets as advanced economies, it is an important emerging country that, due to its size and relative importance to its peers, deserves to be studied. In addition, capital markets have been increasing in the last years (according to the BM&FBovespa, which is the Brazilian stock exchange, the number of investors increased almost 20% from 2017 to 2018.), which strengthen the relevance of our work. Our main results suggest that investors use a mean-reverting trading strategy. erefore, they reduce their investments after positive changes in the IBOVESPA and increase it after negative changes.
We also test whether investors' biological and socioeconomic characteristics explain their trading behavior. In terms of schooling, educated investors, in theory, should behave in more rational ways and trade less frequently when there is no new information arriving continuously in the market, at least those that are not relevant regarding potential for future profits. erefore, we would expect these investors to have a smaller reaction to price fluctuations. We also test dissimilarities in investment decision making arising from the gender. Neyse et al. [33] and Lundeberg et al. [34] partly attribute investment differences among males and females due to systematic changes in overconfidence. Excessive overconfidence is associated with higher levels of testosterone, which is more pronounced in males. Overconfidence may induce investors to take on higher risks, leading them to look for higher returns in the short term. In this way, we would expect a less sensitive behavior of females to changes of past IBOVESPA variations as they would value more fundamentals and look for yields in the longer term. Our empirical analyses corroborate these views.
Several papers have studied investor behavior. Onishchenko andÜlkü [35] show a change in foreign investors, which have become more sophisticated. ey find that foreign investors in Korea do not chase returns as the previous literature normally reports. eir results suggest a transition from positive to negative feedback trading over time. Abreu [36] finds that investors that buy warrants have specific characteristics, such as young age and less educated, or investors with gambling attitudes (and overconfidence) (see also [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] ). To the best of our knowledge, our paper is one of the first that uses machine-learning techniques to unveil what are the characteristics that matter the most for explaining investor behavior at the disaggregated level. We study the reaction of investors to market changes and test whether they employ momentum or mean-reverting strategies.
Data
We collect and match several unique proprietary and public datasets. Our sample consists of public information from the IBOVESPA index, investor-specific information, and a proprietary customer database from a large Brazilian bank with investor-specific matched daily transactions on buy and sell operations in the IBOVESPA stock exchange market. e last two datasets are confidential. e first source is the IBOVESPA index of the Brazilian stock exchange (BM & FBovespa). is index is considered the stock market benchmark for Brazil. We have 747 days in our sample spanning over the years of 2016 to 2018. e second source is the investor registration information, such as their profession, degree of education, and equity. Information is from the database of the home broker and customer relationship management (CRM) solution. Our data set is comprehensive and encompasses 13,634 investors. e last source provides each transaction made by each investor, on BM & FBOVESPA and on each of the days between January 2, 2016, and December 31, 2018, as well as their daily holdings. We observe their daily trading activities on investment decisions. is rich data set enables us to keep track of investors' buy and sell operations over time and therefore permits us to test whether they use the meanreverting trading strategy or the momentum trading strategy as a response to IBOVESPA index changes. ese are two common trading strategies that have been discussed in the literature [42, 43] . Other strategies exist, which may be more complex in nature and difficult to model, and they are not the object of our analysis. One such example would be rational traders that employ fundamental analysis and forecast future profits of traded companies to estimate their potential to distribute dividends and can value these stocks. e sample has 1,099,985 trading decisions (change in the investment volume). We also have 358,176 customer holdings over time. Table 1 reports summary statistics of our data on investor's daily decisions on their investments. We can see that Complexity 3 there is a large range of daily investment variations, going from − 100% to almost 500%. On average, we see a positive investment variation (9.267%). We also show the IBO-VESPA index level and its variations in the last 1, 2, 3, 5, and 30 days. We will use these IBOVESPA index changes to check how they correlate with the investment variations variable. One underlying hypothesis is that investors look at the IBOVESPA index to decide on their trading decisions.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) portray weekday heatmaps showing the average daily investment changes in 2016
broken down by investor's gender and education level (see [44] ). First, we observe the richness of our data set in which there is a large heterogeneity of investor's decisions on their investment on a daily basis. Second, though there is a similarity on how investors decide on their investments for males and females and for those with higher and lower education, we observe some discrepancies in some occasions, suggesting that these are two important features that we should study in our empirical analysis. Besides this subjective analysis, our feature selection procedure will corroborate such vision using an objective and quantitative approach. For instance, we observe that, on average, investors mostly buy by the beginning or end of the week while they sell on Wednesdays. ere is evidence of behavioral changes of investors over weekdays in the stock market. For instance, Pena [45] studies the effect of reform on the Spanish stock exchange market. ey find that, before such reform, there were positive abnormal excess returns on Mondays, effect of which disappeared following that reform. Figure 2 shows how investments are split across Brazilian states over time. As we can see, there is also some heterogeneity across investors residing in different states, which suggests that we may have to control for state origin of investors. For instance, there are some large investment variations in the Northern region of Brazil. Figure 3 depicts the distribution of investment variation across different Brazilian states broken down by investor's gender (female or male). Each distribution conditioned to the state and gender integrates to one. Interestingly, most of the distributions have three persist modals that occur not only across different states but also for different genders. e modals are centered at the zero (no investment variation) and at ± 30% investment variation marks. While, in most cases, the profiles of investment changes of both male and female largely coincide, there are some notable exceptions. For instance, in less developed regions-such as the North and Northeast-the distributions of investment decisions of males and female significantly differ at some dates. Overall, males tend to change more their investment positions relatively to females. However, such feature is even more pronounced in less developed regions. Figure 4 displays the same distribution of investment variation across different Brazilian states but now broken down by the investor's academic education. We consider investors with higher education and those with high school or below. Again, the three-modal distribution found when we broke down the distribution by investor's gender also show up when we look at their educational levels. In more developed regions-such as the Southeast and South-investors' decision are roughly the same regardless of their academic educational levels. Such similarity reinforces the divergence of academic degree and the level of financial literacy, especially in trading. In contrast, we observe a large heterogeneity in the North region; less educated investors tend to vary their investment positions more than investors those with higher education.
Feature Selection Using Machine Learning
In this section, we analyze the predictive power of our attributes in explaining investor responses to changes in the Brazilian stock market index. We use different time aggregations of changes in the IBOVESPA index, which is the financial index that is carefully looked by investors when deciding their investment strategies in Brazil. We use 2-, 3-, and 5-day IBOVESPA index variations, as well as 3-and 5day IBOVESPA index averages. is analysis sheds light on how investors look at IBOVESPA changes when deciding their trading strategies in the stock market. It is an empirical open question to test whether investors take the very shortterm changes, such as 2-or 3-day, or a more prolonged window, such as 5-day changes.
To test the predictive power, we use data-driven machine learning methods to identify the most relevant attributes [46] [47] [48] . Since we have data from 13,247 investors from January 1, 2016, to December 31, 2018, on a daily basis, we need first to purge out any macroeconomic factor that could be affecting all investors in the same manner over this time frame. is becomes even more important due to the fact that Brazil was facing a recession from 2014Q4 to 2016Q4 and therefore our sample contains part of that period. We perform this preprocessing to homogenize the data distribution, since machine learning methods best perform on cross-sectional data [30, 49] .
To remove time factors homogeneously faced by investors in a period, we use a static panel-data specification . We take average values of investment decisions that took place in every weekday within the month. Due to the existence of some large absolute values and to improve readability, we winsorize the investment variation distribution by 5% at each side before taking the average. with time fixed effects to purge out macroeconomic components as follows:
in which Δy it denotes the portfolio volume variation in the stock market of investor i at time t, α t represents time fixed effects, and ϵ it is the residual. In this specification, we interpret the residual ϵ it as any variation of investor i's portfolio volume at time t that is not due to any time common factor, such as the underlying macroeconomic scenario. By using ϵ it instead of Δy it , we can effectively treat the data as a large cross-sectional unit. Hence, we are able to fully use machine learning methods at their best setup, which we discuss further. We choose an elastic net regression to estimate the importance of each attribute in the model. Such regression optimally combines L 2 -norm (Ridge) and L 1 -norm (Lasso) regularization.
erefore, we are able to prevent any overfitting in our empirical model. Moreover, we use a convex combination of L 1 -norm, which tends to shrinks the majority of the nonrelevant regressors to zero and keep the most important nonzero, and L 2 -norm, which tends to output nonzero and approximate coefficients for all the similar regressors. By using both regularization schemes, we are able to enjoy the positive characteristics of both schemes.
To select the most important attributes, we use the residual ϵ it , the investment volume variation of investor i at time t not due to common time factors, as dependent variable and different IBOVESPA index time aggregations and investors' biological and education characteristics as independent variables as follows:
in which X it is a vector composed of past IBOVESPA changes with different windows (1-, 2-, 3-, 5-, 10-, 20-, and 30-day IBOVESPA changes) and investors' characteristics (state of residency, gender, and level of schooling). e term error it is the standard error. According to the elastic net procedure, we select β that minimizes the following loss function L(β):
in which t ∈ 1, . . . , N { } index times on a daily basis (from January 1, 2016, to December 31, 2018,) and i index investors. e term x (j) it indexes the jth regressor of investor i at time t. e operators ||.|| 1 and ||.|| 2 indicate L 1 -and L 2norms taken over the vector input. e first expression in (3) denotes the traditional data fitting error (residuals), while the second represents the regularization term. Parameter λ modulates the importance of the traditional and regularization terms. e term α controls the convex mixture of L 1 and L 2 regularization. e regularization works by penalizing large β coefficients. erefore, it shrinks the estimated coefficients and the overall fit function becomes smoother over the data distribution.
In the elastic net regression, a takes values in between 0 and 1. We optimally tune a and λ using a nested crossvalidation procedure with k � 10 folds and 100 independent repeats for statistical robustness [29, 49] . In this procedure, we use k − 1 � 9 folds for training and the remaining fold for testing. is procedure is cycled k times such that each fold appears exactly once for testing. Such methodology enables us to tune the regularization parameters while preventing overfitting of the model. We optimize a over the grid search space 0, 0.05, 0.10, . . . , 1 { } and λ over 0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 5 { }. As standard practice, we preprocess all regressors by applying a Z-score standardization over all the data points using predetermined values extracted only from the training data (so as to prevent data leakage from the test set). Figure 5 shows our results for the importance of different time aggregations of the IBOVESPA index in explaining investors' behavior. e optimal regularization parameters were λ � 0.1 and α � 0.35. We normalize the coefficients in terms of the most important attribute. e attribute "1-day IBO-VESPA variation" is the most powerful predictor for explaining investors' behavior, followed by "2-day IBOVESPA variation" and "5-day IBOVESPA variation." is suggests that investors prefer to base their investment decisions using short-term variations of the stock market index. Even though more prolonged periods of IBOVESPA index changes are important-such as 10-, 20-, and 30-day variations-they are much less important than the short-term variations. In addition, we find that investors' gender and schooling level are also important characteristics for explaining buy and sell operations over the Brazilian stock exchange market in the period from 2016 to 2018. We also observe that some regional variables are important, such as Santa Catarina, Rio de Janeiro, Distrito Federal, Minas Gerais, and Paraná and São Paulo. is may suggest a different mass of investors' composition across different states.
Our feature selection procedure gives us an objective way of identifying potentially important variables that should be accounted for in our econometric exercise. Such tool taken together with the analyst's expertise to assess their validity in terms of relationship with the analyzed measure is an important step in producing econometric methods in a more reliable manner. Our results point that we should control for investors' characteristics (gender and schooling level) and also past IBOVESPA variations. e investor's state is not important because we will employ a panel-data analysis with fixed effects at the investor level. erefore, the investor's state is collinear with the investor fixed effect and would be dropped during the estimations.
Econometric Analysis with Selected Variables
In the previous section, we have found that short-term variations of the IBOVESPA index are better predictors for buy or sell operations in the Brazilian stock exchange market than long-term variations. e feature selection procedure is a transparent way of choosing relevant variables in an objective way. However, such method does not provide an 8 Complexity answer as to whether each variable contributes positively or negatively to the target variable, i.e., the investment decision of the investor (buy or sell). In this section, we look at such direction and estimate the magnitude of the most relevant variables found by our feature selection technique. In Section 4.1, we first test whether investment decisions of Brazilian investors better fit to a mean-reversal or momentum strategy. For that, we regress total investment variations of investors against past variations of the IBO-VESPA index. For robustness, we use 1-, 2-, 3-, 5-, and 30day variations of the IBOVESPA index. Our regressions are at the investor level, which enables us to control for unobserved time-invariant characteristics of each Brazilian investor, which would otherwise be impractical in case we had aggregate data like most existing studies. erein, we find that the mean-reversal technique better explains buy or sell operations in the Brazilian stock market during the period from 2016 to 2018. Our results corroborate the findings of our feature selection technique: short-term variations explain more buy or sell operations than longterm variations.
In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we study the determinants that either soften or exacerbate the mean-reversal behavior of Brazilian investors by looking at the role of gender and level of schooling, respectively, of investors. ese exercises connect with the existing literature on the influence of socioeconomic and biological features in shaping the behavior of economic agents.
Do Investors Use a Mean-Reversion or a Momentum Strategy in eir Buy and Sell Operations?
To answer how investors respond to changes in the IBOVESPA index, we run the following econometric specification:
in which Δy it is the portfolio volume variation of investor i at time t. ere is a positive variation (Δy it > 0) when investor i buys more stocks at time t and a negative variation (Δy it < 0) when she sells. Alternatively, when the investor holds her investment over time, then (Δy it � 0). e factor η it is the standard error term.
Our coefficient of interest is β, which captures investors' responses to variations of the IBOVESPA index, denoted as ΔIBOVESPA t . We test whether investors use a mean-reversal or momentum strategy as follows (we discard the hypothesis that investors' buy and sell decisions are unrelated to variations of the IBOVESPA index because our feature selection technique identified past variations of the IBOVESPA index as the most relevant predictors of investor-specific investment variations):
(i) If investors use a mean-reversal strategy, then increases in the IBOVESPA index-i.e., ΔIBOVESPA t > 0 -are followed by sell operations in such a way that the investment volume of investors, on average, decreases (Δy it < 0). erefore, a mean-reversal strategy is translated by a negative β coefficient (β < 0). (ii) If investors use a momentum strategy, then increases in the IBOVESPA index-i.e., ΔIBOVESPA t > 0 -are followed by buy operations in such a way that the investment volume of investors, on average, increases (Δy it > 0). erefore, a momentum strategy is translated by a positive β coefficient (β > 0).
As there is persistence of the past IBOVESPA index variations by construction, we test how investors' investment volume respond to 1-, 2-, 3-, 5-, and 30-day variations of the IBOVESPA index in an independent manner.
is empirical design strategy prevents standard errors to get overly inflated due to high pairwise correlation of these regressors. e term α i represents investor fixed effects and absorbs any nonobserved time-invariant characteristic of each investor in the sample.
is mitigates potential omitted variables that could bias our results, such as investors' skill, which is hard to measure. We should note that any omitted variable that is time variant would not be absorbed by the investor fixed effect. erefore, while the introduction of such fixed effect mitigates omitted variable bias, it does not completely avoid it. For instance, if investors' skill significantly increases over time, then we would have an omitted variable bias. Since our panel spans a relatively small time period-2016 to 2018-it is fair to assume that investors' skill remains roughly constant. e term α t * connotes time-fixed effects at the year-month level, which absorbs any homogeneous time-variant effect, such as the Brazilian recession or month-wise exchange rate fluctuations. Since our panel frequency is on a daily basis, we cannot add a time fixed effect at the same frequency because our coefficient of interest-β-would get absorbed by the time fixed effects as it only varies across time. To prevent such problem, we use a less granular time fixed effects, namely, month-year.
Our data set contains 13,247 investors in a large and representative bank in Brazil and 610 time points. Due to this configuration, we follow Petersen [50] and double-cluster standard errors at the investor and time levels.
is is a robust strategy that is important for panels with a large number of individuals and time points because it mitigates heteroscedasticity and serial correlation. Finally, our data is in percentage terms. Table 2 reports our estimates of Regression (4). We observe that a 1 percent increase of the IBOVESPA index associates with an average decrease of 9.693% of the investor portfolio volume when we look at the 1-day IBOVESPA variation. e results remain with a statistically significant coefficient across different lengths of past IBOVESPA variations (2-, 3-, and 5-day variations), except for 30-day variations, in which the statistical significance vanishes. Moreover, the magnitude of the coefficient reduces as we use less recent past variations of the IBOVESPA index, which is consistent with the view that investors in our sample are more concerned with short-term rather long-term variations of the IBOVESPA index. e negative and statistically significant sign corroborates the hypothesis that investors use mean-reverting trading strategies, in which they tend to sell after substantial upward changes of the IBOVESPA index, and tend to buy after downward changes.
Does Gender Impact Investors Responsiveness to IBO-VESPA Index Changes?
We have showed empirical evidence that investors' strategy, on average, better fit to a meanreverting behavior in the Brazilian stock market. at is, they tend to sell after positive changes of the IBOVESPA index and buy after negative changes. In this section, we ask whether the sensitiveness of investors to the IBOVESPA index depends on their biological characteristics, in special their gender. Biological factors-especially gender-have been extensively explored in investment decision-making. Notable works relating biological factors, including gender, are Hira and Loibl [51] ; Lundeberg et al. [34] ; Neyse et al. [33] ; and Sunden and Surette [52] .
is paper provides further evidence of the existence of such gender gap in investment decisions using a microdata on investormatched buy and sell operations.
In this line of research, Neyse et al. [33] and Lundeberg et al. [34] partly attribute behavioral differences among males and females due to systematic changes in overconfidence. Excessive overconfidence is associated with higher levels of testosterone, which is more pronounced in males. Overconfidence may induce investors to take on higher risks, leading them to look for higher returns in the short term. In this way, we would expect that females be less sensitive to changes of past IBOVESPA variations as they would value more fundamentals and look for yields in the longer term. erefore, short-term variations of the IBOVESPA indices would explain less their buy or sell operations comparatively Table 2 : Output from Regression (4) . We ask how investors respond to changes in the IBOVESPA index. We only use changes rather than past averages because the former has greater prediction power as reported by our feature selection procedure. e dependent variable is the variation of portfolio investment volume of investor i at time t in the Brazilian stock market from the beginning of 2016 to the end of 2018. Regressors are 1-(1), 2-(2), 3-(3), 5-(4), and 30-day (5) IBOVESPA index variations. e panel is on a daily frequency basis. Following Petersen [50] , we double-cluster standard errors at the investor and time levels. Significance levels: * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, and * * * p < 0.01.
Dependent variable
Investor portfolio volume variation (Δy it ) (1)
Regressor to males. To empirically answer this question, we construct the following econometric specification:
in which Female i is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 when investor i is female and 0 otherwise. We do not add the investor's gender alone in (5) because it would be absorbed by the investor fixed effects α i . Our coefficient of interest is β 2 , which captures any behavioral deviation of females to changes of the IBOVESPA index with respect to the average of the entire sample (male and female). If β 2 > 0, then the mean-reversal strategy is less pronounced to females, while β 2 < 0 indicates a more accentuated behavior towards the mean-reversal strategy. In the case β 2 � 0, then females and males respond, on average, equivalently to changes of the IBOVESPA index. Following the discussion on overconfidence and its influence on short-term decisions over males and females, our hypothesis is that β 2 > 0. Table 3 reports our estimates of Regression (5) . Our previous results relating the mean-reversal strategy of investors in the Brazilian stock market remain the same. We observe that the interaction of changes in the IBOVESPA index and the dummy female is positive and statistically significant. is empirical finding corroborates the view that female investors have a less pronounced mean-reversal strategy than males as they look at longer-term returns and are less attentive to short-term variations of the IBOVESPA index, which could arise due to noisy information. For instance, looking at Specification (1), a 1 percent positive change in the IBOVESPA index associates with a decrease of − 10.345 + 6.543 � − 3.802% of the invested volume of female investors. In contrast, the entire sample (males and females) decreases their portfolio volume, on average, by − 10.345% for a 1 percent positive change in the IBOVESPA index. Interestingly, even though statistically insignificant, 30-day variations of the IBOVESPA index are positively associated with investment volumes for females, suggesting traits of a momentum strategy. is is also suggestive evidence that Table 3 : Output from Regression (5) . We ask whether female investors have different sensitiveness with respect to their investment portfolio to IBOVESPA index changes. We only use changes rather than past averages because the former has greater prediction power as reported by our feature selection procedure. e dependent variable is the variation of portfolio investment volume of investor i at time t in the Brazilian stock market from the beginning of 2016 to the end of 2018. Regressors are 1-(1), 2-(2), 3-(3), 5-(4), and 30-day (5) IBOVESPA index variations, as well as their interaction with the investor's gender. e panel is on a daily frequency basis. Following Petersen [50] , we doublecluster standard errors at the investor and time levels. Significance levels: * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01.
Regressor 
Does Formal Education Impact Investors Responsiveness to IBOVESPA Index Changes?
In this section, we look at how formal education (academic degree or level of schooling) can influence investors' sensitiveness to IBOVESPA index variations. ere are several works in the behavioral finance literature that attempt to establish a connection between level of schooling and investors' awareness of stock markets and their decision-making determinants. We highlight the research studies of Grinblatt et al. [53] and Guiso and Jappelli [54] . In theory, educated investors should behave in more rational ways and trade less frequently when there is no new relevant information arriving in the market but noises. erefore, we would expect these investors to have a smaller reaction to price fluctuations as they are able to better identify information from noise. To empirically test this behavior, we run the following specification:
in which Higher Education i is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 when investor i has a higher education (at least college degree) and 0 otherwise (high school or a lower degree). Our coefficient of interest is β 2 , which captures any behavioral deviation of investors with higher formal education to changes of the IBOVESPA index with respect to the average of the entire sample. e hypothesis is that β 2 < 0, in which more educated investors tend to better discern information from noise out of variations of the IBOVESPA index and therefore the mean-reversal strategy would be less pronounced. Table 4 reports our estimates of Regression (6) . On average, the mean-reversal strategy remains. We note that the interaction of changes of the IBOVESPA index and the dummy higher education is positive and statistically significant. is suggests that investors with higher academic Table 4 : is table reports output from Regression (6) . We ask whether investors with higher academic degree have different sensitiveness with respect to their investment portfolio to IBOVESPA index changes. We only use changes rather than past averages because the former has greater prediction power as reported by our feature selection procedure. e dependent variable is the variation of portfolio investment volume of investor i at time t in the Brazilian stock market from the beginning of 2016 to the end of 2018. Regressors are 1-(1), 2-(2), 3-(3), 5-(4), and 30-day (5) IBOVESPA index variations, as well as their interaction with the investor's academic degree. e panel is on a daily frequency basis. Following Petersen [50] ; we double-cluster standard errors at the investor and time levels. Significance levels: * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01.
Dependent variable
(2) (3) (4)
Regressor degree have a less pronounced mean-reversal strategy than less educated investors, which corroborates our hypothesis. Looking at Specification (3), we observe a positive, though marginally significant, relationship between IBOVESPA changes and investment volume (− 2.750 + 2.864 � 0.114) for more educated investors, suggesting traits of a momentum strategy.
Conclusions
We employ machine learning techniques together with econometrics techniques to model investor behavior using a unique dataset for investors that focus on stock market investments. We propose a methodological approach to link machine learning methods widely used in computer science to standard econometric techniques commonly employed in social sciences. Using the unique data set with high-frequency daily investment decision of a broad set of investors in Brazil, we provide evidence that investors look at past performance of a benchmark stock index in order to decide their investment decisions. Investors seem to prefer mean-reverting strategies in the short-run, rather than momentum. is may be associated with the disposition effect -investors prefer to sell the winners and buy the losers [55, 56] . Furthermore, research could exploit alternative explanations for this behavior.
In addition, we study the determinants that either soften or exacerbate the mean-reversal behavior of Brazilian investors by looking at the role of gender and level of schooling. We find that females and more educated investors are less sensitive to changes of past IBOVESPA variations, which is consistent with the literature on behavioral finance. is paper highlights the importance of using nontraditional methods in econometric analysis. e use of machine learning methods permits us to automate the often subjective process of choosing which variables are important in any econometric analysis. By using a feature selection scheme-such as the elastic net in this paper-we are able to identify those attributes that best describe how investors decide to buy or sell their positions in an objective and statistically correct manner. In addition to that, the business specialist can always assess these variables pointed out as most important to analyze their economic meaning.
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